The conditions to produce liquid droplets of uniform size were investigated experimentally. The number of droplets produced and the region which allowed production of uniform-size droplets were related with the operating conditions, design parameters of nozzle and physical properties of liquid. It was confirmed that the number of liquid droplets produced is equal to the vibration frequency within the uniform region, and the diameter of a liquid droplet which is equivalent to a sphere was calculated by Dabora's equation. The region producing uniform droplets was not affected by the appropriate amplitude of nozzle vibration, but was affected by nozzle diameter, physical properties of liquid and frequency. Nondimensional empirical equations for their prediction were obtained.
The conditions to produce liquid droplets of uniform size were investigated experimentally. The number of droplets produced and the region which allowed production of uniform-size droplets were related with the operating conditions, design parameters of nozzle and physical properties of liquid. It was confirmed that the number of liquid droplets produced is equal to the vibration frequency within the uniform region, and the diameter of a liquid droplet which is equivalent to a sphere was calculated by Dabora's equation. The region producing uniform droplets was not affected by the appropriate amplitude of nozzle vibration, but was affected by nozzle diameter, physical properties of liquid and frequency. Nondimensional empirical equations for their prediction were obtained.
It was found that the range of liquid velocity of the uniform region corresponds to the range of the forced oscillating smooth jet from a vibrating nozzle. Uniform droplets were produced from the forced oscillating smooth jet which is vibrated at an appropriate amplitude and frequency.
Intro duction Application of uniform droplets has been considered useful in simplifying the analysis in studies on mutual interaction, transport phenomena12) and com- Flow regimes of a liquid jet are classified into dripping smoothjet, wavyjet and sprayjet. Amongthese flop atterns, smoothjet is potential flow, and its jet velocit at the tip ofa stationary nozzle is constant. However in this case, the jet velocity observed from stationar coordinates near the tip of the nozzle changes periodi cally due to the forced longitudinal vibration. There fore, the authors referred to the jet, which looks lib a smooth jet from stationary nozzle though issuinj from a vibrating nozzle as a "forced oscillating smoothjet". Fromthe viewpoint of the flow patten of a liquid jet column, the authors wish to clarify tha uniform droplets can be produced from the force< oscillating smooth jet by the appropriate longitudina vibration. ample of disintegration phenomena of jets related to amplitude of vibration is shown in Fig. 2 . In Fig. 2(a) the jet is a smooth jet, and we can see that a few waves are formed at the tip of the liquid column. Neither the diameters nor the intervals of liquid droplets are uniform. When the nozzle is vibrated the diameters and the intervals of liquid droplets are uniform. It is found that the liquid column of forced oscillating smooth jet is shorter than that of the smooth jet. (Fig.2(a) is a smooth jet and (b)-(f)
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are forced oscillating smooth jets.) Whenthe nozzle is vibrated at more than 50jum, as is clearly seen in Figs. 2 (g) and (h), uniform droplets cannot be produced further because of the mutual coalescence of droplets.
As seen in the figure, it is observed that the jet is vibrating rotationally. It is considered from this observation that in this amplitude the nozzle is vibrated rotationally and longitudinally.
2) Effect of liquid velocity An example of disintegration phenomena of jets related to liquid velocity is shown in Fig.3 . As seen in Fig.3(a) , the flow pattern of the jet is one of dripping. It is observed in Fig. 3 (b) that a liquid column is formed when the liquid velocity is increased, but the diameters of the liquid droplets are not uniform. When the liquid velocity is increased, as seen in Fig. 3 (c Consequently, uniform droplets cannot be produced by further increasing the frequency.
According to the above-mentioned observation, the existence of a uniform region is confirmed. The amplitude of nozzle vibration, liquid velocity, vibration frequency, nozzle diameter and physical properties of liquid are considered to be the factors which affect the uniform region.
2 Numberand diameter of uniform droplets produced
As shown by Dabora4), one wave formed at the end tip of the liquid column makes one liquid droplet, (Fig. 3 (e), Fig. 4 (e) ), except under satellite-generating conditions at criteria. Thus, using mass conservation, the diameter D of a liquid droplet which is equivalent to a sphere is calculated from Eq. (1). The criteria offL are defined, between uL and uH, such that when the frequency is below the uniform region satellite droplets begin to be generated, but they coalescence with main droplets, producing uniform droplets. Whenthe vibration frequency is increased between uL and uH, the length of the liquid column becomes unstable and generates satellite droplets. fH is defined as the frequency just before fluctuation of column length occurs, capable of producing uniform droplets without satellite production. From the evidence of the figure, within the range of uL and uH, fH andfL cx w1-27. Whenthe liquid velocity is increased slightly beyond than that of dripping, the liquid column is formed and uniform droplets can be produced.
The liquid velocity of this condition is defined as the lower limit of liquid velocity, uL, of the uniform region. It is found in Fig. 5 that the range of vibration fre-quency to produce uniform droplets becomeswider with increasing liquid velocity. As liquid velocity is increased further, not only the tip of the liquid column but all of it vibrates longitudinally and uniform droplets cannot be produced. The liquid velocity just before this condition is defined as the upper limit of liquid velocity, uH, of the uniform region.
3) Effect of nozzle diameter Figure 6 shows the effect of nozzle diameter related with uH and uL. It is found in the figure that as the nozzle diameter is decreased, uH and uL increase and the uniform region becomes wider. From Fig. 6 , uH oc d~°-M and uL oc j-o.52 A|so? from^experiments, fH oc d~0-85 and fL oc d~0'85.
4) Effect of liquid viscosity
Figure7 shows an example of the effect of liquid viscosity on the uniform region. From the figure, fH oc pr°031 andfL oc /i°-065.
It was also observed that uL is not much affected by viscosity, while uH became considerably higher when 
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When we compare uH by Eq. (4) with u* by Eq. (6), and uL by Eq. (5) with u0 by Eq. (7), we notice that both equations show near values of u. However, there is also a little difference between them. As the liquid velocity at the tip of the nozzle is changed periodically due to the forced longitudinal vibration, the forced oscillating smooth jet differs from the smooth jet, which has only self-induced oscillation from the stationary nozzle. Therefore it is referred to as the forced oscillating smooth jet. It is considered that the difference between Eq. (4) and Eq. (6), and between Eq. (5) and Eq. (7) is owing to the difference between the forced oscillating smooth jet and the smooth jet.
Thus it is concluded that the range of liquid velocity of the uniform region corresponds to the range of formation of the forced oscillating smooth jet, and uniform droplets can be produced by giving the appropriate vibration to the forced oscillating smooth jet.
Conclusions 1) Within the region of uniform droplets production, the number of liquid droplets produced per unit time is equal to the vibration frequency, and the diameter of a liquid droplet which is equivalent to a sphere is calculated from Eq. (1).
2) The region of uniform droplets production is not affected by the amplitude of nozzle vibration, but is affected by nozzle diameter, frequency of vibration and physical properties of the liquid within the limits of liquid velocity.
3) The region of uniform droplets production can be predicted by Eqs. (2), (3), (4) and (5).
4) The range ofliquidvelocity of the uniform region corresponds to the range of the forced oscillating smooth jet. The uniform droplets can be produced from the forced oscillating smooth jet which is vibrated with appropriate amplitude and frequency. 
